
ON "THE GLOBAL" CONCEPTION OF MEANING 

R. PA VILIONIS 

Many attempts have been made on the part of linguists, logicians and philos
ophers to create a satisfactory and comprehensive theory of semantics of a natural 
language. But, as J. Lyons saysl, "no one has even yet presented the outlines" of 
such a theory. In the present paper a new approach to meaning, diverging from many 
an authoritative view on the problem, is being formulated in a sketchy and probing 
manner. 

In what follows the semantics of a natural language will be spoken of as a cer
tain system of non-verbal and verbal meanings; I shall briefly delineate 
the general character of the system and then draw some more important conse
quences from what I call "The Fundamental Principle of Interpretation". 

The whole process of human cognition (man's learning to orient oneself in 
the surrounding environment) is a process of the acquisition of information about 
external reality in the long run (including man himself). Roughly speaking those 
portions of information are namely what I call "meanings". Language is not the 
sole channel of information /=meanings/ introduced into a subject. There is much 
empirical evidence (communication among the blind and deaf-mute, aphasiology, 
child psychology as we know of it from J. Piaget, etc.) that we come to know about 
the world around us long before language expressions / = verbal expressions / are 
introduced to us. 

The information we get about the world in this pre-Ianguage phase of cognition 
will here be called "non-verbal meanings". Respectively the information we 
get about the world through language I shall call "verbal meanings". To cut 
it short, both non-verbal and verbal meanings are what in our view make up the 
semantic plane (component), or the plane of content v. the plane of expression made 
up of verbal expressions (words, sentences, whole texts). 

It is our concern now to show that the plane of content being the inventory 
of non-verbal and verbal meanings is s y sterna tic in character, i. e. it is a general 
/non-verbal / verbal! system of meanings (GSM). 

1 J. Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1968, p. 402. 
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To account for structural relations between components of the system I shall 
make use of the logical function of incompatibility based on the operation of 
negation. 

According to the way I conceive negation I shall distinguish three modes of the 
incompatibility function: the material (1), the formal (2) and what I shall term "the 
global" (3) function. The formal function of incompatibility will be considered to 
be a special case of the material function, and t~ material function will be viewed 
as a special case of a more comprehensive, the global function. To appeal to a ver
bal illustration, the description -p (not p), where p is "John is human", could be 
interpreted as equivalent to "John is not human" or "John is non-human" in case 
(2); in case (1), as equivalent not only to "John is not human" or" John is non-human" 
but also to e. g. "Vilnius is the capital of the USA" or"2 x 2=5", etc., i. e. to any 
false proposition; in case (3) "-p" could be interpreted as referring to any sen
tence save "John is human", e. g. "Vilnius lies on the Neris", "Pegasus flies", "My 
uncle is the president of the USA", "The theory of relativity is blue", etc. I. e. by 
"-p" in (3) we mean a set of sentences which are not p; the set of true and tbe set 
of false propositions are subsets of this set. 

The picture above is very sketchy but it is merely a verbal illustration of 
the idea .of negation as it could be applied to the analyses of GSM (general system 
of meanings). For eventually we are going to speak about the meanings of GSM 
and the relation of incompatibility holding between them, namely of one meaning 
(or, as we shall see, some complex of meanings) being a negation in the sense of 
(3) of some other meaning (or some other complex of meanings). 

To repeat, a process of cognition is one of acquisition of information (= mean
ings). In this process meanings that we have already acquired or, to be more pre
cise, formed serve as basis for the introduction /=interpretation, determination~ 
semantic definition, i. e. definition on the level of GSM/ of new meanings; 
between the two (de/iniens and de/iniendum) there is always a relation of incom
patibility expressed by different degrees of negation. 

Let us postulate a world consisting of two things2 p and q to be interpreted 
/=determined, defined/ by us. Let us assume further that we know the meaning of 
p and that we strive to learn / = determine, define/the meaning of q. We can accom
plish this exclusively on the basis of the meaning of p3 for it is the sole information 
we possess. 

Thus if there is something in p to be made use of in determining / = defining, 
interpreting/ q, the latter being identical with p, means that p is taken all in order to 

• In the most comprehensive meaning of this word. 
3 To simplifY. instead of saying "the meaning ofp (q)" we shall say simply "p" ("q"). 
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<lefine q. In this case we shall say that q's negation power (N) with respect to p 
equals O. 

(1) q=p if Nq/p=O, where Nq/p is the negation power of q with respect to p. 
If there is something in p to be made use of in determining / = defining, inter

preting/ q, and if p is not identical with q, p does not fully participate in the deter
mination / = definition, interpretation/ of q. In this case Nq/p:;o!: O. 

(2) From q:;o!: p follows q = -p if Nq/p:;o!: O. 
The questio'n to what degree q = -p (q is not p) is equivalent to the question 

to what degree p participates in the determination / = definition, interpretation/ of 
q. It appears, the less p participates in the determination of q, the greater the degree 
in which q =-p (the more q is not p). In terms of negation power, the greater q's 
negation power with respect to p, the less of p participates in the determination 
/ = definition, interpretation/ of q. The simplest mathematical form expressing 
this relationship is the complement to (1). 

Let Nq/p be q's negation power with respect to p provided Ncan range contin
ually from 0 to 1 (0 ~ N ~ 1). Then 1-Nq/p is the part of p which participates in 
the determination / = definition, interpretation / of q. We shall mark it p. The part 
of p which does not participate in the determination of q will be marked respective
ly p. Then: 

(3) p = I-Nq / p 

(4) Nq/P = I - P 
(5) P = it where it is the part of q determined / = de-

fined, interpreted/ by p. 
(6) P = Nq /p 

To summarize: 
(i) q =p if Nq/p =0 
(ii) q= -p if Nq/P:;o!:O 
(iia) q = - Pmax if Nq/p = I 
(iib) q = - Pmin if Np/p~O 

(In a trivial case p = - p for N pip = 0) 

It is necessary to stress here that the case q = -p, when 0 < N < I, means a par
tial, i. e. not complete, determination of q. Thus to render it (more) complete some 
other meanings should be involved in the process. The latter point is important for 
it bears to say that v ari 0 u s complexes of meanings may partake in the determination 
/=definition, interpretation/ of a "new meaning". It follows that components of 
GSM are meanings of diverse complexity. 

Let r be the meaning resorted to in order to render the determination of q com
plete. Knowing Nq/p and bearing in mind that p and r exhaust the number of mean-
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ings participating in the determination of q, N q/r could be found by the for
mula: 

(7) Nq/r = I - Nq/p 

If negation power is taken to mean the distance between meanings of the sys
tem, then: 

d[p, q]<d[r, q]ifNq/i'<Nq/r, whered[p, q] - the semantic distance between 
p and q. 

The formula shows that p is more than r involved in the determination of q. 
The degree of negation power shows the degree of incompatibility between the mean
ings of the system. By the distance between meanings we mean the possibility of 
determining / = defining, interpreting/ meanings, the possibility of "passing" from 
one meaning (or a complex of them) to another, the possibility of "translating" 
one meaning in terms of another, i. e. the possibility of introducing new meanings 
into an available system of them, - by entering the system (or to be more precise, by 
being constructed, formed in the system) the new meaning enriches the system 
by new combinatorial possibilities. 

The case (iib) is sine qua non of the introduction of new meanings. I shall fonnu
late it as the Fundamental Principle of Interpretation (FPI). It is the 
fundamental principle of constructing, building up the GSM: if Z is a system of 
meanings and T is the meaning to be introduced into the system, then N T/Z should 
be less than 1 (NT/Z < 1). The Principle calls for consistency in meaning introduc
tion / = interpretation/ : interpretation of meanings requires the necessary condi
tion stated by the Principle to be fulfilled; the latter explicitly says that interpreta
tion of meanings is a matter of degree. The cases (i) and (iia) are not equivalent 
from the viewpoint of GSM. The cases differ essentially since in (1) we may say 
that the system potentially possesses a combination of meanings equivalent to 
a "newcomer", that is the necessary combination of meanings "exists" potentially in 
the system and is being actualized (made into a virtual combination) when, that is 
to say, "called for from the outside". In case (ua) the system neither potentially nor 
actually possesses such a combination of meanings. 

With respect to the GSM the FPI says that the system is indiscrete, or 
continuous in character (to put it roughly there can be no gaps between thede
jiniens and the de/iniendum on the level of the GSM: the system is growing up, 
or expanding, in a continuous way). 

Now I shall briefly discuss some more important consequences of the FP!. 
1. The FPI explains the logical possibility of cognition and simultaneously 

fixes the cognition boundary of a given semantic system: we can know / = under
stand, interpret/ of the world no more than the combinatorial recources of the 
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semantic system allow us, i. e. both the way we interpret the world and how much 
we interpret of the world depend on what there is in my or your's GSM. To put 
the idea in a modern linguist's (transformationalist's) phrase the existence of a def
inite GSM accounts for a subject's ability to understand / = interpret/ a novel 
sentence (if what is interpreted are sentences) one has never heard before. 

It should be noticed here that building up the GSM is entirely an individual 
matter, i. e. the process of interpretation (introduction) of new meanings is of an 
individ ual character. Thus there may well be discrepancies of content between in
dividual GSMs (individual "conceptual schemes"): these discrepancies are partic
ularly articulate when there are big differences in an individual experience of a 
subject. 

2. The FPI explains the possibility of language introduction stipulating the 
necessity ofa prio r existence of non-verbal meanings arranged in a conti n uous 
system, i. e. the information we get about the world through non-linguistic chan
nels. These non-verbal meanings, or rather the system of them, provide the se m a n
tic basis for the interpretation of verbal expressions4• 

The first stage of language introduction is the process of naming some non
verbal meanings acquired by the subject. It is important to stress "some" as it is 
empirically well attested that not all non-verbal meanings can be given verbal expres
sion. Postulation of a continuous semantic system explains the nature of limitations 
on the expressive capacity of a particular language to say more (or less) than another 
language, i. e. to cover more (or less) of the GSM of a subject. The continuous se
mantic system and discrete verbal expressions can not be brought into one-to-one 
correspondence: roughly speaking, many meanings may be given one verbal formS, 
and vice versa. The de/iniens and/or the definiendum on the level of verbal expres
sion can be represented by diverse complexes of verbal symbols (words, sentences, 
whole texts). For instance, to understand! = interpret, determine! a word or a sen
tence representing some meaning we may need to have in our GSM a meaning that 
determines / = interprets / the meaning of the word or the sentence and itself is fixed 
by a group of sentences or even a whole text (the picture is even more convincing 
when we consider a subject to be master of one GSM and more than one lan
guage). Thus generally verbal form is not equivalent to meaning. 

The next stage of language introduction is one of the intensive flow-in of ver
bal meanings (i. e. meanings represented by linguistic signs), which are interpreted 

, The so-called non-verbal meanings continue to be acquired on a par- with verbal ones through
out the cognitive process. 

• This is the cause of indetenninacy of a verbal expression. Cf. indetenninacy of meaning 
which is the effect of what has been called "negation power" since we allow the latter to range con
tinually from 0 to 1 and view the process of meaning interpretation as one of degree. 
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by combinations of meanings of the existing system, some of them already given 
verbal expression. 

It is the characteristic feature of non-verbal meanings that they relate to the 
actual experiences of a subject, whereas verbal meanings apply rather to the pos
sible experiences ofa subject, i. e. they represent information which otherwise could 
not be introduced into a subject. It is this feature oflanguage revolutionary in func
tion which enables us to break through the limits of an actual experience, to enor
mously extend our frontiers of orientation in the world, and to possibly build up 
such GSMs ("conceptual schemes") - due to interaction of meanings within the 
system - that are hard or imposibble to bring into correspondence with the world 
we live in. It is due to the acquisition of a necessary amount (and quality) of verbal 
meanings that we are not only in a position to reflect the external world in its overt 
and covert aspects but to reflect ourselves in this puzzling situation of being simul
taneously the object and the subject of reflection. The situation turns clearer if we 
consider this purely human phenomenon in terms of some meanings of GSM (a 
part of a continuous system of meanings) interpreting, or "reflecting", the whole 
system of meanings that we represent. 

3. The proposed approach to meaning sheds light upon some difficulty of a 
semantic nature met with in automatic language translation. The difficulty is well
known and consists in the shear helplessness of a machine to give proper reading, 
or interpretation (i. e. to choose the right one from a number of possible) of a 
verbal expression. The difficulty gets resolved if it is analysed in terms of the pro
posed approach. Indeed, when faced witha phenomenon to be interpreted, the system 
provides ("searches for") - on condition the requirements of the FPI are satis
fied - a combination of meanings related to the whole continuous system 
as it were to "decipher" the newcomer. This combination of meanings is what I 
call "context of the system". Since one verbal expression in isolation may be 
given many readings, or many interpretations (i. e. it may be interpreted by various 
contexts of the system) the system provides the right one with regard to the verbal 
and non-verbal contexts of a verbal expression. Scanning thus the sur
rounding contexts of a given verbal expression 6 (however vast and distant) and re
lating them to some context ofthe system, i. e. to some corn bina tion of meanings 
of GSM which itself being a component of a continuous system of meanings is 
related by different degrees of negation power to every other context of the sys
tem, we are in a position to detennine - within our own system - the meaning 
of a verbal expression. Thus the system's "ability" to give the right interpretation to 
a verbal expression (if what is interpreted are verbal expressions) is made to depend 
exclusively on the "inner recources" of the system in question, that is on the number 

8 That is to say. "taking them into consideration". 
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and, of course, "the quality" of possible combinations of meanings / = contexts of 
GSM/ it can contract within itself. 

4. The notion of the context of a continuous system of meanings throws light 
on the problem of the meaningfulness of a verbal expression. In terms of the pro
posed approach to meaning it is possible to account for the so-called "deviant" (to a 
various degree) verbal expressions (e. g. "Colourless green ideas sleep furiously", 
"Quadruplicity drinks procrastination", etc.). In our view such verbal expressions 
are not meaningless provided they can be in some way interpreted by the system, 
that is if the system in question can provide at least one combination of meanings 
/ = one context/ to interpret them. For all of them the guarantee of at least one 
interpretation is secured since the system will always be in a position to interpret 
them as a specific kind of physical phenomenon, namely, graphic signs: so they 
will be considered meaningful at least in this respect. For some verbal expressions 
(the cited sentences are examples of such) the interpretation of them as grammati
cally well-formed' could be given, so they would be considered meaningful in that 
respect, too. For others still an interpretation of them as signalling some possible 
event in some possible world could be provided, so they would be judged meaningful 
in this additional respect and so on. Thus meaning is always relative to 
context. It is always relative to interpretation possibilities of a given semantic 
system, to the 10 gical possibility of a phenomenon to be interpreted / = defined, 
determined/ in a given semantic system. It is irrelative to any ontological consid
erations (on the level of GSM "unicorn" has the same status as "table", "11 -1", 
"electron", etc. - the status of a meaning interpreted by other meanings of the 
system). "To be" in this sense is "to be in the system", "to be in the GSM", i. e. to 
be interpreted by meanings of GSM. 

There are neither absolutely meaningful nor absolutely meaningless verbal 
expressions. We need context to determine both meaningfulness and meaningless
ness of an expression, for in one context (relative to one context) it can be meaning
ful while in another (i. e. relative to the other, or any other) it may turn out meaning
less. In isolation (regardless of context) it is indeterminate. (E. g. in the case 
of grammatical meaninglessness, or ungrammaticalness, of a verbal expression the 
FPI allows an expression to violate the rules of grammar to the extent which does 
not preclude its interpretation in a given semantic system: much of everyday talk 
we know is ungrammatical yet pretty meaningful.) 

5. As noted above, ontological considerations are irrelevant in an overall de
termination of the meaningfulness of a verbal expression. They are relevant if we 
care for the truth of our propositions. But true and false propositions make but a 

7 That is as grammatically meaningful. 
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subset of а set of sentences. On!y а part of meaningfu! sentences a1!ow characteri
zation in terms of truth. The genera! function of verbal expressions is not to repre
sent, or "reflect", some definite situation in the actua! world but to formu!ate ро s
sibi!ities. The !atter consideration seems to Ье well in harmony with ош divi
sion of meanings into non-verba! and verba! and with an earlier made distinction 
between the three modes of the incompatibility function: the materia!, the forma! 
and the globa!. 

6. То use the jargon of the generative transformational grammar but endowing 
it with а radicalIy new sense there is опе inventory of "deep structures" for the dif
ferent !anguages а subject knows, that is the GS М comprising in one continuous 
system non-verbal and verba! meanings. Bringing meanings of GSM into the "de
/iniens·de/inienduт" pair is what we take to Ье predication оп the !еуе! of GSM, 
the fundamenta! structural semantic relation. 

Finally, it seems that the FPI "regimentating" the character of tbis predica
tion process, оп the one hand, and the ex.istence of а G S М, оп the other hand, are 
what one calls the semantic universa!s that enabIe speakers of different tongues to 
successfulIy communicate with one another. 

Vilniaus У. Кар"шо universitetas 
Angll! kalbos katedra 

О "ГЛОБАЛЬНОЙ" КОНЦЕПЦИИ ЗНАЧЕНИЯ 
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в статье на основе определенной интерпретации формальных понятий отрицания и 

матемаrnческога ПОНЯТИЯ КОНПlнуума формулируется подход к семантике естественного 

языка как непрерывной вербальной I невербальной системе значений. Предполагаемый под
ХОД, по убеждению автора, способствует решению основного вопроса ЛОГИКQ-ЛИНГВИСТИ

ческого анализа семантики естественного языка - опреде:lения осмысленности языковых 

конструкций. 


